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Abstract: A wide number of supra-molecular association modes are observed in mixtures
containing water and bile salts, BS, (with, eventually, other components). Molecular or
micellar solutions transform into hydrated solids, fibres, lyotropic liquid crystals and/or
gels by raising the concentration, the temperature, adding electrolytes, surfactants, lipids
and proteins. Amorphous or ordered phases may be formed accordingly. The forces
responsible for this very rich polymorphism presumably arise from the unusual
combination of electrostatic, hydrophobic and hydrogen-bond contributions to the system
stability, with subsequent control of the supra-molecular organisation modes. The
stabilising effect due to hydrogen bonds does not occur in almost all surfactants or lipids
and is peculiar to bile acids and salts. Some supra-molecular organisation modes, supposed
to be related to malfunctions and dis-metabolic diseases in vivo, are briefly reported and
discussed.
Keywords: Bile Salts, Solutions, Micelles, Liquid Crystals, Gels, Fibres, Solids.
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Introduction
The solution behaviour of bile salts, BS, by-products of the steroidal pool in vivo, is of outstanding
relevance in many relevant aspects of the entero-hepatic circulation in mammals [1]. Previous studies
on these substances focused on BS-related dis-metabolic diseases in the intestine, the liver, the gall
bladder and the biliary ducts [2-4]. In particular, the lithic activity of BS towards gallstones was
extensively investigated [5-9]. Use of bile acids, BA, (the cholic, deoxycholic, chenodeoxycholic,
dehydrocholic or ursodeoxycholic acids and their derivatives, [10]) in gallstone removal was replaced
by surgical methods and pharmaceutical formulations based on BS became obsolete.
Consistent amounts of BS operate in the entero-hepatic circulation and the bile of humans is a
reservoir for processes occurring in other metabolic pathways. BS are irritant towards specific tissues
when their concentration exceeds proper limits [11,12]. Their distribution in the body obeys not fully
understood rules.
BS control biochemical processes related to insulin production, as well as other metabolic
-1
pathways [13,14]. In such cases, BS amount in such organs (in the μmole L range) is well below their
association threshold and they are bound to proteins or enzymes [15-17]. In other words, the questions
to be answered move from colloid chemistry towards biochemical and molecular aspects. Although
extremely interesting from a fundamental viewpoint, the biochemical aspects do not involve supramolecular association and are outside the purposes of this presentation.
Bile salts are effective fat solubilising agents and Harvey, who discovered blood circulation in
humans, first demonstrated the solvent capacity of ox bile [18]. Compared to other biological
surfactants, their solvent activity towards cholesterol, with which they share the steroidal pool, is
moderate, unless saponins [19,20], lipids [21] or glycerides [22], are present. Their solvent capacity
toward sterols and metabolic fats depends on the structure of the aggregates they form. Solid BS also
form inclusion compounds with alkanols, fatty acids, polyenes, retinoids and other species [23,24].
Bile salts interact with a wide variety of compounds in solution and in real matrices (see Scheme 1).
Obviously, BS may interact with more species.
Scheme 1. The most common chemical substances interacting with bile salts in aqueous
solution or in vivo and significantly affecting their supra-molecular association modes.
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The above peculiarities have attracted significant interest from the scientific community. They are
ascribed to the unconventional structure of BS, compared to naturally occurring surfactants and lipids.
BS are formed by four aliphatic rings fused together by covalent bonds, with one to three OH groups
facing outwards from the main steroidal skeleton [25]. Together with the polar head groups, the OH
ones impart a side-to-side polarity to BS. That’s why BS are substantially different from surfactants
and lipids. The latter show regional polarity, with alkyl groups pending from the polar ones [26],
whereas BS possess “surface” polarity, as indicated in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Comparison of the chemical structures of fatty acids salts, left, di-glycerides, in
the centre, and BS, respectively. Oxygen atoms are in black, the glycerol carbons of diglycerides in dark grey. Molecular sizes are not in scale.

It is interesting to define the nature of forces responsible for the formation of the mixed aggregates
they form with surfactants and lipids [27]. In this contribution, some aspects related with the supramolecular association modes of BS in water are dealt with. Knowledge of these aspects allows aan
understanding of why the physical-chemical properties and the subsequent association modes of BS
are so exclusive, compared to surfactants and lipids [28]. This contribution focuses on the links
between supra-molecular association and eventual dis-metabolic diseases. For these reasons the
chemical structure of BS and its links with the possible association modes into aggregates are reported
and discussed.
After a brief description of chemical structure, we show that the properties of such substances are
concomitant to peculiar association modes, with formation of micelles, solids, and fibres. Binary
systems shall be considered first. Studies on the organisation modes of the above substances in
presence of surfactants, lipids and proteins are reported too. Ternary and quaternary systems shall be
briefly discussed.
A few examples of the links with functional activity in real biological matrices are made in the
sections that follow.
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Results and Discussion
Chemical Structure of Bile Acid Salts
Conjugation of three C-6 aliphatic carbon rings with a five-member one gives the well known
steroidal skeleton depicted in Figure 2.
Figure 2. Molecular structure of cholanic acids. OH groups are indicated by dotted lines,
methyl ones by full lines. The arrow indicates a counter-clockwise numbering of carbon
atoms.

The position of C atoms therein is numbered counter-clockwise and counted relative to that
indicated by an arrow. One to three OH groups are located at different positions of the steroidal
skeleton, the most common being 3α, 7α and 12α [29]. Mono- (litocholic), di- (deoxy, or chenodeoxy,
depending on whether the second OH is in position 7 or 12) and three- (cholic) derivatives occur. In
addition, a small polar functionality (COOH or its salts) is located at the end of the short polymethylene chain facing outward the C-5 ring. The strength of un-conjugated bile acids is known with
good accuracy and the same holds for the respective pKa values [30]. Usually, the COOH functionality
of BA is conjugated with glycine and taurine through a peptide bond, giving the corresponding glycoand tauro- derivatives. The latter exist as alkali metal salts and their solution properties are practically
insensitive to pH; un-conjugated bile salts, conversely, suffer such drawback.
Many authors investigated basic physical-chemical properties of bile acids and salts, such as
solubility and crystal structure [31,32]. The crystal structure of the respective solids depends on the
number of OH groups in the steroidal skeleton. Salts are much more water-soluble than the
corresponding acids and are characterised by a lower solubility threshold, the Krafft point [33], at
which the molecular species coexists with solid and micelles. Such triple point occurs at much lower
temperatures compared to ionic surfactants. It is sensitive to the counter-ion and medium ionic
strength [34,35].
Supra-molecular association
Surfactant solubility in water is limited by the unfavourable interactions of their apolar parts with
the solvent. These are the reasons why they self associate into aggregates termed micelles [36]. The
process finds analogy with a micro-phase separation (with particle size in the colloidal range). The
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threshold above which association occurs is termed critical micelle concentration, cmc. The cmc finds
analogy with a solubility limit for the molecular species. The more convincing definition of micellar
association is that “the cmc is the value at which surface activity ends and micelle begin to form” [37].
Close to that threshold significant changes in many physical-chemical properties of the solutions
occur. The cmc can be determined by surface tension, conductivity, colligative properties, volumetric
methods, light scattering, etc. Such behaviour is shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3. Dependence of some physical-chemical properties on surfactant concentration.
The arrow indicates the cmc value, above which micelles dominate. Concentration scales
are normal or logarithmic (in surface tension plots).

Micelle formation is strongly cooperative. When the number of associating molecules is large, the
formation of micelle fulfils a (pseudo) phase-separation model [38] and the corresponding Gibbs
°
energy of formation, ΔG mic, can be expressed as
°
ΔG mic
= RT (1 + β ) ln cmc (1)
where β, the counter-ion binding degree, is introduced in case of ionic species. β is related to ion
dissociation from the micelle surface, α, according to the equality β = 1-α. Micelles are charged
entities, with counter-ions condensed on their outer surface, and show ionic mobility and selfdiffusion. These properties are, obviously, significantly lower than those observed in simple ions or
small molecules [39].
BS fulfil some conditions inherent to micelle formation, but their association modes are not
cooperative. The number of associating molecules in the aggregates is low and concentration (or ionic
strength) dependent [40]. DLS shows that the hydrodynamic diameter of BS aggregates, in the absence
of salts, can be as low as 1 nm. Such value is close to the lower limit of the colloid range.
The association features of bile salts have been evaluated and it was assumed that BS aggregation
is “non critical” [41]. The latter term defines non-cooperative and continuous (i.e. concentration
dependent) association features. This is the reason why some authors do not include BS in
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compilations of cmc values [37,42]. BS aggregates may have more critical concentrations, well
separated each from the other [43]. The above questions are not merely of academic interest and may
help understanding why sterol solubility in BS has a complex dependence on concentration. Nowadays
it is accepted to define aggregates formed by BS association as micelles, although they do not fulfil all
requirements pertinent to such entities. In analogy with what observed in short alkyl chain surfactants,
the cmc of BS is considered a concentration range rather than a critical value [44].
The first attempt to define the structure of BS micelles is due to Small [45], who defined the
hierarchy of forces driving their association and assumed that primary, small aggregates are held
together by hydrophobic interactions between the steroidal units. In his model, secondary micelles are
formed by hydrogen-bond interactions between primary aggregates. In words, formation of large BS
micelles finds analogy with a necklace made of pearls.
Small’s hypothesis was questioned. Some authors inverted the order of driving forces responsible
for aggregation and supposed that association was primarily driven by hydrogen bonds [46]. This was
strongly criticised and soon rejected [47-49]. Other authors suggested that the structure of bile salt
micelles is similar to helical steroidal complexes [50-52], in analogy with the behaviour observed in
gels made of acidified and partly neutralised un-conjugated BS [53]. In fact, an increase in BS content
or in ionic strength gives rise to long rod-like micelles. Refinements of the latter hypothesis are still
under investigation [54-58] and efforts are made to relate the structure of BS micelles with those of the
liquid crystalline, fibres and solids they may form [59].
Micelle growth in BS is documented by a lot of experimental evidence, based on viscosity [60-64],
DLS and QELS [65-69], NMR self-diffusion [70,71] and so forth [72-74]. Such data point out to the
existence of an almost continuous association process, driven by surfactant uptake onto micelles
and/or by the screening of the electrostatic repulsions occurring between them. An indication of
micelle growth is shown in Figure 4, where self-diffusion values relative to micelles made of sodium
tauro-deoxycholate, NaTDC, and of the corresponding taurocholate, NaTC, are reported.
-10

2

-1

Figure 4. Surfactant self-diffusion, D, in 10 m s , vs. surfactant wt%, for NaTC,
circles, and NaTDC, squares, at 25.0 °C. Data are in semi-logarithmic scale. They refer to
the region of existence of the solution phase. Note the significant differences between
NaTC and NaTDC.
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The self-diffusion of large aggregates decreases significantly compared to dilute micellar
solutions. This is a strong indication of significant micelle growth in one (or two) direction. The selfdiffusion values give the average hydrodynamic micelle radius, RH, calculated according to the wellknown Stokes-Einstein equation.
Structural organisation
BS are by far more bulky and rigid compared to fatty acids, glycerides and lipids. This peculiarity
has consequences in supra-molecular organisation and accounts for the formation of mixed aggregates
with other amphiphilic species. To ascertain which contributions dominate and which structures may
be formed requires the support from experimental and theoretical methods. Thermodynamic,
structural, transport and spectroscopic properties can solve the problem, in conjunction to molecular
modelling and energy calculations. Comparison with simple surfactants is also fruitful.
In normal surfactants, the hydrophobic interactions between alkyl chains give rise to an energy
contribution of ≈ 650 cal mol-1 per mole of CH2 groups. This effect is related to the transfer of polymethylene chains from water to micelles, whose interior is non-polar. In BS the transfer contribution is
hardly rationalised, because next neighbours interactions between non-polar parts of the steroidal units
are complicated by their rigidity. In addition, stabilising effects due to hydrogen bonds occur. The
latter depend on the distance and the reciprocal orientation between OH groups facing outside the BS.
This is the reason why quantification in energy terms of BS micelle structure is cumbersome. Such
behaviour is reflected, for instance, in solution calorimetry. The enthalpy change associated to micelle
-1
-1
formation in short chain alkyl glycosides is about 6-7 kJ mol [75], but it is as low as 1.0 kJ mol for
NaTDC [76,77].
The alkyl chains of fatty acids, lipids and glycerides have many degrees of freedom, which ensure
them very significant tail-to-tail interactions with close neighbour molecules. Accordingly, their
packing ensures the formation of micelles, vesicles and liquid crystalline phases. The alkyl chains of
fatty acids and glycerides are mobile and exist in a fluid state. No such possibilities are allowed to BS.
Their reciprocal arrangement must maximise hydrophobic interactions between the apolar residues of
different molecules, minimise electrostatic repulsions and allow stabilising effects ascribed to
hydrogen-bond interactions. This behaviour is qualitatively reminiscent to base stacking interactions
between flat molecules, such as dyes [78]. The constraints given above imply that micelle structures of
BS are unconventional. On these grounds, it was stated that BS could not form liquid crystalline phases
[79]. This hypothesis was accepted and contradicted only in recent years [80-83].
Binary Phase Diagrams
In the following, binary phase diagrams for the most common bile salts are reported. Compared to
other surfactant systems, the phase diagrams of water-BS mixtures have a puzzling behaviour. In
particular, the coexistence of solid and liquid crystalline forms, at T above the Krafft point, is not
observed in common surfactants [84].
The kinetics of phase transitions in aqueous BS is astonishingly slow. In concentrated solutions
days are required to attain thermodynamic equilibrium conditions. The reasons for that behaviour are
tentatively ascribed to the difficulty for BS molecules to find an optimal arrangement. The whole
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kinetic sequence, with alternate phase separation and mixing processes, is largely different from that
observed in the formation of liquid crystalline phases composed by surfactants or lipids. In Figure 5 is
schematically indicated what happens when concentrated solutions are dealt with.
Figure 5. Phase evolution with time, in hours, in a solution containing 41.5 wt% sodium
taurodeoxycholate, NaTDC, viewed between crossed polarisers. The solution was
formerly heated and equilibrated at 25.0 °C. Note the presence of an upper anisotropic
layer, changing its thickness and consistency with time (lanes 2-4), the formation of small
crystals in the bottom (lanes 2 and 3), creaming (lane 4), and formation of a birefringent,
liquid crystal (lane 5).

Transformations occurring in such mixtures follow an unusual kinetic scheme, which obeys the
following temporal sequence. In many hours, concentrated solutions split in two phases, a transparent
liquid and a weakly birefringent upper fluid. Several hours after, spherulitic crystals nucleate in the
bottom of the transparent liquid, move toward the upper birefringent phase (in a creaming process) and
merge in it. Days later the whole mixture becomes macroscopically homogeneous and optically
anisotropic. In polarised light, the birefringence of these samples is similar to that observed in diluted
lyotropic liquid crystals, Figure 6. The optical anisotropic textures observed by optical polarising
microscopy are reminiscent of those occurring in normal surfactants and lipids [85,86].
Figure 6. Optical anisotropic textures observed by polarising microscopy, at 20 °C, in
water-sodium deoxycholate (NaDC) mixtures. From the left, fibres (26.6 wt %), random
and ordered anisotropic domains (47.1 wt %), at equilibrium, or by shearing the sample
between glass slides. The last image suggests rod-like, or fibre-like, arrangement.
Magnification is 200 x.
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The phase behaviour of some binary aqueous BS mixtures of sodium deoxycholate, NaDC,
NaGDC (sodium glycodeoxycholate) and NaTDC (taurodeoxycholate)-water systems is shown in
Figures 7a-c. Deoxycholate, its glycol- and tauro- derivatives differ from each other only in the polar
head groups. Despite such small variations in molecular structure, the widths and regions of existence
of the phases are significantly different each from the other. The thermal stability of the liquid
crystalline meso-phase is moderate and its upper limit never exceeds 35 °C. A similar behaviour holds
for chenodeoxy and taurocholate salts. Very presumably, the moderate thermal stability for the above
systems implies a significant contribution due to hydrogen-bond interactions. This hypothesis is far
from being fully convincing, since other lyotropic phases show the same thermal behaviour [87].
Figures 7a-c. Partial phase diagrams of the water-NaDC, upper left, of the waterNaTDC, upper right, and of the water-NaGDC binary systems. Single phase and multiphase areas are indicated. More concentrated mixtures consist in hydrated crystals and
are not reported.

A strong similarity exists between the structure of BS fibres and of liquid crystalline phases [59].
The stability of BS fibres is controlled by hydrogen-bond interactions, forming an extended network.
By analogy, it is tentatively assumed that the structure of the liquid crystalline phases is stabilised by
the same kind of intermolecular forces. Experimental support to the aforementioned hypotheses is
required. Perhaps, the situation arising from an analysis of such data is problematic, since SAXS (small
2
angle X-ray scattering) and H-NMR studies give conflicting evidence.
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Figure 8. SAXS spectrum of a sample (48.4 wt%) in the water-NaTDC, at 25.0 °C. The
presence of peaks, in the order 1:1.73:1.89, is representative of a hexagonal structure.

SAXS data indicate that BS organisation in liquid crystalline form is reminiscent of a hexagonal
structure (Figure 8). In normal surfactants, or lipids, SAXS experiments indicate that lamellar,
hexagonal, or cubic, liquid crystalline phases possess long-range structural order, with well-defined
Bragg reflections, resulting from the constructive interference of the reflected X-rays [88].
Figure 9. Proposed cylindrical arrangement of BS into reverse hexagonal liquid
crystalline phases. Each unit represents a BS, with polar regions, in black, pointing
toward the inner part of the cylinder. The structure has a six-fold symmetry axis. The
above cylinders are arranged into a hexagonal pattern.
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In BS, the (pseudo) hexagonal phase is built up of indefinitely long cylindrical aggregates packed
into a two-dimensional hexagonal array. The Miller indices take the values 1, √3, √4, √7, and √9,
corresponding to the first five (hk) reflections, (10), (11), (20), (21), and (30). The reverse hexagonal
phase, made of polar cylinders in a non-polar continuum fulfils similar rules [89]. In all binary systems
composed of BS, SAXS data clearly point to a hexagonal-type liquid crystal. Such data are consistent
with the formerly reported optical textures. These phases are built up of not conventional aggregates.
They have a close structural connection with long rod-like aggregates (or fibres) drawn from
concentrated isotropic solutions, for which Rich and Blow proposed a helical structure [53]. Bearing in
mind such results and the location of the phases in the phase diagram, we assumed that the liquid
crystalline phases made up of BS have a reverse hexagonal structure, with the polar groups facing
inward the cylinders, as indicated in Figure 9.
2
NMR of quadrupolar H nuclei of heavy water in BS mixtures are largely different from those
2
expected in canonical lyotropic mesophases, [90], Figure 10. A general observation is that H splitting
is hardly detected for the liquid crystalline phase in several binary systems made of BS and may occur
with superimposed isotropic signals. In addition, the water deuteron peak consists of a very broad
signal. As the concentration increases toward the two-phase region, singlet and splitting are observed,
with coexistence of isotropic and anisotropic phases. The deuterium NMR quadrupolar splitting are
much smaller than those observed for typical liquid-crystalline phases [91-93]. This effect might result
from very small values of the order parameter for water binding, indicating a small degree of
anisotropy.
2

Figure 10. H-NMR spectra of different liquid crystalline samples, made up of heavy
water and different BS, at room temperature. The quadrupole splitting, i.e. the distance
between the two upper peaks, can be detected. In the water-NaTDC system the
quadrupolar splitting overlaps with an isotropic signal, due to the coexistence of liquid
crystalline and solution phases. The 500 Hz wide bar indicates the amplitude of
quadrupolar splitting. Spectra relative to NaDC suggest that many chemically different
binding sites for heavy water exist. The overall spectrum is originated by the overlapping
of many contributions.
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The non-appearance of H splittings for anisotropic phases has been previously reported [94]. The
broad signals observed are an indication that fast exchange conditions (between “free” and “bound”
water) are not fulfilled, because the micro-crystallites forming the lyotropic domains are not large
enough (not even after weeks of undisturbed aging). Attempts were made to determine what reciprocal
organisation of BS fulfils the formation of fibres and liquid crystalline structures.
It is supposed that BS organise into rod-like structures, with distinct polarity between the inner and
outer parts, Figure 10. If the above hypotheses are fulfilled, the phase behaviour is very different
compared to surfactants and lipids, where small modifications in chemical structure of the solute do
not imply significant changes in the phase sequence [33,95].
Ternary Systems
Following the statement that ‘‘conjugated and free BS form micelles, but not liquid crystals’’ [79],
many authors investigated their role in the polymorphic behaviour of water-surfactant (or lipid)
systems. Classical papers on BS plus lecithin and/or sterols demonstrated the existence of solubility
threshold, when the solution or liquid crystalline phases coexist with cholesterol in solid form [96103]. These phase diagrams were used to define the maximum tolerance limits of cholesterol in a
given medium and served as indicators of the upper concentration for sterols uptake in dietary
prescriptions. Such studies suffer from some drawbacks, ascribed to the fact that lipids are not
chemically pure substances, but mixtures of homologues.
Studies on ternary, or higher order systems must conform to the phase rule, to give physically
consistent results. Thus, mixtures of uncertain composition, or possible chemical reaction between the
components (due to the formation of mixed salts) should be avoided. In addition, the regions of
existence of liquid crystalline forms for lipids and their mixtures depend on temperature [104], and
gels may be formed below a given T value.
Defining the region of existence for the different lyotropic phases in multi-component lipid
mixtures is a very complicated task. It became urgent, for the above reason, to shed light on systems
formed by BS and pure surfactants, or long-chain alkanols. Along this line, Fontell and his colleagues
performed extensive work. Fontell showed that sodium deoxycholate forms a continuous solution
region in the water-decanol-NaDC system and proposed that no transition occurred on going from
polar to non-polar media [105]. This behaviour is in patent contradiction with what observed in
mixtures of water-long chain alkanols and fatty acid soaps, where water-continuous and oil-continuous
phases are separated [106].
Later studies focused on the behaviour of BS in mixture with single-chain surfactants, such as SDS
(sodium dodecylsulfate), CTAB (cetyltrimethylammonium bromide) or Triton TX 100 (an alkylphenol
with poly-ethylene oxide as polar group) [107,108]. It was observed that cubic liquid crystalline
phases, not occurring in the parent binary systems, were formed in the central region of the phase
diagrams.
More recently, the ternary system composed by water, monolein (a monoglyceride) and NaTDC
was reported [109]. The system containing sodium taurodeoxycholate and a double chain surfactant,
DDAB (didodecyldimethylammonium bromide) was also presented [110]. The latter system is
especially interesting, since DDAB is used in mixture with lipids and imparts a positive charge to the
resulting vesicles [111]. In that system a wide solution region extends from the BS-rich side up to the
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DDAB-rich one. The viscosity therein obeys a very puzzling dependence on composition [112]. In
addition to such an unconventional behaviour, it was also observed the formation of different liquid
crystalline phases, vesicles and the coexistence of two dispersions.
More recently, studies were performed on ternary systems containing water, NaTDC and bovine
serum albumin, BSA [113,114]. The reasons for that investigation arise from the presence of such
protein in a wide number of biochemically relevant pools. BSA and the human analogue, HSA, are
capable of binding significant amounts of lipids, fatty acids and BS. They are carriers of the above
substances in a wide range of physiological conditions. In dilute regimes BS bind to the protein, as a
result have electrostatic and hydrogen bond interactions. This is put in evidence by ionic conductivity,
suggesting that a significant number of BS molecules may bind onto the protein (Figure 11). The
number of surfactant molecules moving as a whole kinetic entity with BSA is close to that required
neutralising the positively charged sites of albumin, ≈ 18-20 in spontaneous pH conditions (about 6.5).
Above that limit, the ionic conductivity increases, until free BS micelles begin to form, and decreases
there from. This behaviour is reminiscent of that observed in aqueous mixtures composed by fatty acid
salts and BSA, where small amounts of the salt are strongly bound in the protein hydrophobic tasks
[115].
Figure 11. Equivalent conductance plot, Λ (in S cm eq ) vs. the BS/BSA mole ratio, at
25.0 °C. The minimum in the curve indicates the protein titration threshold by NaTDC,
and corresponds to a number of BS molecules per protein between 18 and 20. Its value
increases when pH is lower than 5.0.
2

-1

Even more interesting is the phase behaviour in the corresponding ternary system. The intensive
variables (pH and temperature) and the concentration of protein and surfactant are properly chosen to
avoid phase separation or liquid crystal formation. In the water-NaTDC-BSA system a wide solution
region is observed on the BS-rich and the protein-rich sides, respectively [113] (Figure 12). In the
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central part of the phase diagram, at water content close to 90 wt%, a gel phase emerges from the
solution. The gel is highly viscous and does not flow. Rheology experiments indicate that it is elastic
at low temperatures and mainly viscous above a thermal gelation threshold, TG. The gel is a separate
phase, since two-phase regions can be observed around it. It is, very presumably, water-continuous,
since H2O self-diffusion is very close to that pertinent to neat water. In words, hindrance to water
motion is moderate.
Figure 12. Partial phase diagram of the ternary system water-NaTDC-BSA, at 25.0 °C
and pH 6.4. The gel, in dark grey, is essentially elastic at temperatures below 40.0 °C and
becomes viscous above that limit. The two-phase region gel + solution is in light grey
colour. The dotted lines in the low left side of the figure indicate precipitation when the
pH is 5.0, light grey, or 3.0, black colour, respectively.

pH has a very funny influence on the phase behaviour, with occurrence of a tiny precipitate area at
pH =5.0. Such region widens when the pH decreases to 3.0. The above pH values refer to conditions in
which the protein is close to its iso-electric point (when BSA has an ellipsoidal shape, in the former
case) or when a transition to an elongated fibrous structure occurs [116,117]. The number of binding
sites on the protein may change significantly on going from the spontaneous pH conditions to pH 5 or
pH 3.0.
Protein stability in the gel is higher than in water and BSA denatures at temperatures between 70.0
and 80.0 °C. The denaturation temperature, TD, regularly depends on surfactant content in the gel.
(N.B. In aqueous solution and in the absence of surfactant TD is only 62.0 °C.) Hence, gels thermally
stabilise the protein conformation. The gel solubilises large amounts of drugs and may be used for the
controlled release in the intestinal pool. Its thermal stability is significant and the gel is dissolved in
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presence of excess water. The dissolution kinetics is several hours long. Such behaviour is not
unexpected and was observed in other water-protein-surfactant systems [118-121]. When the pH is
lower that 5.0, the precipitate area is located between the concentration ranges pertinent to hepatic and
colecystic bile, respectively [122]. This aspect deserves further investigation.
Higher Order Systems
Quaternary systems composed by water, BS, lecithin and cholesterol have been investigated in the
pioneering work of Small and colleagues. For the reasons given above, it is not easy separating twophase or multi-phase regions when the lipid is not chemically pure. Egg, or soybean, lecithins are
complex mixtures formed by saturated and unsaturated fatty acids, with a distribution of chain
homologues from C12 to C18. Unsaturated chains may occur too. In such conditions, the phase
diagrams refer to unspecified products, having complex phase behaviour by their own. Thus, the
assignment of multiphase areas is cumbersome (unless very pure, and costly, lecithin is being used).
It was recently realised that mixtures composed by proteins, surfactants and/or lipids display a very
complex phase behaviour, with occurrence of precipitates, gels, solutions, coacervates and so forth
[118]. In such systems, the links between organisations of the components in a given phase, physical
state and dis-metabolic diseases are significant. Studies on albumin-BS interactions are particularly
relevant and may help clarifying important pharmacological aspects.
Figure 13. Simplified phase diagram of the system water, NaTDC, C16 soybean lecithin
(free from lower and unsaturated homologues) and BSA, at 25.0 °C. For practical
purposes, the figure was drawn as a trigonal structure, with the water axis normal to the
ternary phase diagrams. Solutions (in dark grey), two-phase regions (middle grey),
solutions + gel (pale), solutions plus liquid crystalline dispersions (light grey), solutions +
precipitate (middle dark grey) are indicated. The gel phase extending along the BSA rich
side is moderate in size. It shrinks with lecithin content and has been omitted.
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Generally, condensation-based diseases occur when pathological conditions are related to changes
in solubility of specific substances and new condensed phases may be formed. Examples are the
cataract, nephrolithiasis, gallstone and rheumatic pathologies, occurring when proteins denature,
aggregate and precipitate in a given tissue. Denaturation is currently followed by aggregation features
and occurs “in vivo”, in concomitance to chronic inflammation. Albumin denaturation, for instance,
was observed in rheumatic pathological conditions. These are the reasons why protein stabilisation is
of outstanding relevance. For the above reasons we extended previous work on BS-BSA systems to
quaternary mixtures containing lecithins. This could be an interesting model system, mimicking the
conditions occurring with protein in excess. Some preliminary information on the phase behaviour is
reported in Figure 13. The transition from a given phase to another is concomitant to small changes in
composition [123].
The gel phase formerly observed in the water-NaTDC-BSA system dissolves tiny amounts of
lecithin, up to 2.0-3.0 wt %. The gel so formed is strongly elastic and can be cut in slides by a knife.
This behaviour is reminiscent of that observed in microemulsion-based gels [124].
Conclusions
Bile salts were rationally investigated since many years as associating species and fat solubilisers.
Long-term controversies were solved, thanks to an impressive amount of experimental work, based on
thermodynamic and structural investigations. Such studies allowed elucidating their association modes
in water and in real matrices. There is actually a general consensus on the formation of BS aggregates
growing in size with concentration and ionic strength.
Their solvent capacity with respects to sterols and lipids was critically evaluated and related with
the supra-molecular assemblies they form. Some links between structure of BS aggregates and
biological functionality in the entero-hepatic circulation are observed. In physiological conditions, the
supra-molecular aggregates they form can be solutions or gels. Possible links between supra-molecular
organisation modes and dis-metabolic diseases are still questions of debate.
BS operate in conditions where protein denaturation occurs and it was observed that they might
protect proteins from de-naturation. Clinical relevance of the above phenomena is still an open
question. There are indications that BS stabilise proteins. A clinical analysis of the above phenomena
is still under test, although qualitative indications of a favourable effect of BS on protein stability are
available. These hypotheses are in qualitative good agreement with those presented here.
The effect of non anti-denaturants steroidal drugs, such as BS, on serum albumin denaturation and
aggregation is currently studied by thermo-chemical, optical turbidity and HPLC methods [125,126]. It
was shown that fatty acids and BS are by far more active than other substances and operate at very low
surfactant/protein mass ratios. This is an indication that ligand-protein interactions occur.
At high concentrations, when protein-micelle interactions become significant, the situation is
undefined and controversial. In gels, very presumably, proteins are surrounded by a uniform
distribution of surfactant molecules. This is reflected by the structural properties of gels in proteinsurfactant systems [127,128]. The interaction mechanisms are far from being completely understood
and much experimental and theoretical work is required on the above purpose. The effect of
concentration and the macroscopic phase properties of protein-surfactant based gels are strongly
interrelated. They could be responsible for dis-metabolic diseases and for remediation procedures of
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albumin-based diseases. Such studies are at an early stage and require an extensive collaboration
between scientists involved in the fundamental and applied bio-chemical aspects of protein-surfactant
based gels.
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